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Transcript 

Erin: Hello and welcome to the Your Village podcast, Parenting Beyond Discipline, the 
place to learn about ALL things parenting and get your questions answered. I’m your 
host, Erin Royer. 

Life with kids AND pets is amazing and can add that extra fun and craziness to family life! It also 
helps us teach our kids great lessons about caring for others so empathy, and responsibility. So 
our first question is about just this. 

As you probably know we got a rescue puppy for our family, much to my husband’s chagrin! It 
was enough that he agreed to another dog, but a puppy was not on his agenda. If you’re 
wondering how Miss Bambi is doing, and if you’re not, you can skip ahead! She is growing SO 
fast! She had her vet appointment so her second set of shots. One more and we can take her 
out more, not have to carry her around when we do cause she’s getting heavy! We’re working 
on some things, like potty training. I’ve had to get really diligent with her because she was 
having too many accidents inside. But I’m on it! She also was getting a little aggressive with my 
daughter so we’re working on that too. She needs to know all people in the house are alpha to 
her, especially because she’s going to be BIG!! I posted some pics and will continue to do so 
on my instagram so if you you want to see Miss Bambi you can follow me at IronMom2020. 

So today’s questions are about helping a toddler be gentle with a family pet and the the 
second question about helping a toddler with strong her emotions. 

"Dear Erin, First I would like to thank you for your fantastic podcast. I only recently discovered 
it and have devoured all of the archives. I have followed positive discipline since my daughter 
was an infant when my friend gifted me with Jane Nelson's books and have found it extremely 
helpful, along with Mary Sheedy Kurcinka's book Raising Your Spirited Child.  

"My question is about how to teach our daughter, now 3 1/2, empathy and gentleness with our 
cat. Our daughter loves the cat and can be very gentle with her when she wants. She seems 
genuine fond of the cat and will tell everyone about "her cat." However, the past few months 
she has started behaving aggressively at times towards the cat. She will sometimes kick, hit or 
pinch her and pull her fur or tail. She will also try to pick her up, which is of course awkward and 
painful for the cat.  

Our cat is 17 years old and very fragile. Our daughter knows she is to be gentle with the cat 
and that she is not supposed to pick her up and will even talk about it at times (saying "it is not 
nice to hit" for example). She is not an overly aggressive child. Of course she has moments 



when her emotions overwhelm her, but overall she is good about taking breaks and using 
emotion language. She doesn't show aggression to other kids or have problems at daycare, 
although she will sometimes hit or kick me when very upset. We have tried setting strong 
boundaries - separating her from the cat, telling her it is not okay to hurt her, and talking about 
how she needs to be gentle. We physically intervene each time we see something, separating 
her from the cat and addressing the behavior once our daughter is calm and can listen. We also 
try to praise her each time she is gentle ("That was a gentle touch. Do you see how much she 
likes that? She is purring.") We know she understands but the behavior continues. We recently 
tried to change tactics and first give attention to the cat ("are you okay?" "Did that hurt?"), and 
then talk to our daughter about how the cat is now scared of her and she can't be near her until 
we can trust her. We hoped that would deter the behavior because she wouldn't like the cat 
getting more attention from us and she wouldn't want her to be afraid of her.  

We try to keep a close eye on them but completely separating the cat from our daughter isn't 
very easy because she (the cat) likes to be with people. Incidentally, our cat is extremely mild-
tempered and has never scratched or bitten our daughter and has hissed at her only a handful 
of times since she was born. I know that sometimes the behavior is due to wanting our 
attention. She tends to be more aggressive when we are busy, talking with another adult, 
making dinner, getting ready for work etc. But sometimes it truly seems out of the blue and 
she'll do something when we've been home and playing together. She is an only child and we 
wonder if this is similar to sibling rivalry. But we do try to give her (our daughter) a lot of 
attention and teach empathy. She is a sweet and loving child but is very intense, persistent and 
perceptive (spirited temperament traits) and always wants our attention. We've tried what we 
know to do but worry that this behavior is really persisting. We want our daughter to be gentle 
and empathetic and for our cat to be safe. We're just at a loss as to what to do from here and 
appreciate your thoughts. Thank you so much! Sarah C" 

First of all Sarah is doing a lot of great stuff here and seems to really understand what is going 
on, the motivation behind the behavior.  

So some background about what 3 and where she is. So at 3 empathy is just starting to 
develop. So there will be lots of coaching and it will get better especially now, at 3 1/2 to 4, 
she will really start to pick it up. But just understand she is NOT hurting the cat on purpose. 
This doesn’t mean it’s OK but that it is not intentional. The behavior is and is likely attention-
seeking but she’s not aware that she’s hurting or potentially hurting the cat.  

Here are some additional things you can do:  
So during/just after an incident - do give attention to the cat first. This is what I advise parents 
to do when their is a child who is engaging in this behavior with another child so the same 
thing goes here, give attention to the one who is hurt or potentially hurt. This tends to send a 
pretty strong message. She’s not getting attention for the behavior so it’s not getting her what 
she wants, her intended purpose and it’s giving attention to the cat instead! So this is a very 
good tool so keep doing that. 



Then separate them. I know it’s hard but do whatever you can to separate her from the cat. 
She’s showing she’s not making good choices in that moment so she needs to lose access to 
the cat. You can let the cat roam and have your daughter go to a enclosed area, behind a 
toddler gate if that’s an option. Or you can of course, have the cat go into a location where he 
or she is safe from your daughter for a bit, into a room, on top of a kitty condo (place her up 
high yourself) that kind of thing. 20 minutes should be plenty. Then you can set a consequence 
beyond access to the cat. I know I talk a lot about limiting consequences because they are a 
more negative way of teaching but in instances of aggression, we need to do everything we 
can to let our children know that behavior is unacceptable. Now if you are putting your 
daughter into a location where she is separated and needs to play separate from the cat, then 
that’s enough of a consequence. But if the cat is getting separated and you want to add a 
second consequence that you feel will speak to her, it’s hard to make this one super related but 
if you let her know ahead of time, “if I see you hurting the cat again, I will need to give you a 
consequence. We’ve talked it many times and I just cannot allow you to hurt kitty anymore. So 
if it happens again, you will need to go play by yourself in the hallway for 15 minutes and give 
kitty a space to feel safe.” When kids were really little we did have exactly this, it was hallway 
with a baby gate! I had it so I could just put one of them in there when they were getting 
aggressive with each other or grabbing the dogs tail or what have you, or made a mess I 
needed to clean up. It was a place to separate and keep everyone safe. a few times I used it 
like a glass got broken and needed to clean it up so it’s always a good idea to have a place like 
this when you can in an emergency type situation. Because we can’t always be on top of 
everyone all the time. So someone was grabbing a dogs tail and I’m trying to go to the 
bathroom or finish dinner, you went in the hallway for a few minutes! Boy they don’t like that. 
It’s not a punishment or with that punitive type tone. It’s really just, “I can see struggling to 
make a good choice right now. I need your brother, the dog whatever to feel safe. So I need 
you to play in the hallway for a few minutes while I finish dinner.” Then you can bring her back 
out have a chat about it. Help her learn how to make a proper apology. You don’t want to force 
it, you just want to suggest it, “You really hurt kitty. It would nice if you would let her know 
you're sorry.” A proper apology has 3 pieces, letting the other know that we understand we 
hurt them. Make amends, meaning make it up to them somehow in most cases, an I’m sorry, is 
enough. Then letting them know we will do better. So helping your daughter get to a place of 
saying something like, “Im really sorry I hurt you. I’m going to work hard to be gentle.” then 
giving kitty some gentle pets. After a couple times of this, you should see a big improvement 

The other suggestions I have to help facilitate a stronger bond would be to have your daughter 
feed kitty. Obviously she’ll probably need your help with this task. I’m not sure if your cat is at 
all interested playing much anymore but if so, having your daughter pick out a toy, maybe a 
catnip toy? and give it to kitty. Lastly reading some books about caring for our pets. “I don’t 
know what to name my cat” is a cute one “cookie’s week” Cookie is a kitty who causes trouble 
but I’m trying keep it cat centric! It’s a cute story! Carl the Dog is about a dog who cares for the 
baby. But it’s a good example about how pets help their owners. So you could talk about how 
your cat helps your family. In most of our cases, it’s really just about companionship and love. 



But it helps to open up conversations about why we have pets and what they bring to the 
family. Also Can I be your dog. but you a search and see what resonates with you! 

"Hello! I have a 3 year old, Evelyn, (she will be 4 mid September) and when she has bad days 
they are BAD! Today has been a rough one. Her cousin (5) was over today to play. Many times 
while playing she wouldn't share. She wanted everything her cousin had. She has a little sister 
(2) so it's not like she's not use to sharing. How can we coach her on sharing?  

Also, today when she wouldn't get her way she goes into full inconsolable tantrum that last 
20-45 minutes. Earlier in the day my husband sat her on the couch while she was kicking and 
hitting and spitting and full on tantrum mode. And sat with her until she calmed down and then 
coached her and she came out to play. She was good (still having a hard time sharing) until 
nap. Her cousin quietly sat at the kitchen table coloring while I put my 3 year old to bed. She 
was refusing to climb into bed to read books. We have a nap time/bed time routine of 3 books, 
3 hugs and kisses and one back rub. She knows the routine. When she refused to go to bed I 
tried 1-2-3 Magic and told her if she didn't climb in bed to read our books we were not going 
to read books (a little harsh I know, I was hoping she would comply, jokes on me). When she 
didnt listen and then lost books, she went into full tantrum mode. While trying to get her to lay 
down, I did 1-2-3 Magic again and told her if she doesn't lay down then I'm going to close her 
door for 2 minutes. That didn't go good. It seemed like everything I tried fueled the fire. I don't 
know what to do. We are at a total loss and I feel like nothing we do works. We are very 
consistent and firm, if we say something we do it.  Thanks for your time!!" 

Hi Tessa, 

Sharing - the class on Your Developing Preschooler has a section on the steps to teaching 
sharing in the section on social development. So I definitely recommend watching that section. 
But the two sections together, emotional development and social development explain the 
development of these two pieces together, how the development of empathy starts at 3 and so 
that’s a part of being ready and understanding sharing. Then the social development goes 
through steps on how to coach and teach sharing and she’s at a really good age now to start to 
understand and incorporate that learning! So that’s good! 3 year olds are not great at sharing. 
They start to get it, around 3 for some, but most are 3 1/2 to 4 and then don’t get adept at it 
until 5 or so. Even after that, squabbles and struggles will still likely come up from time to time. 

I wonder if the issue with the nap time that day was related to the cousin being there and 
being up? (not having to take a nap while she did? and led to FOMO - fear of missing out!) 
And so she was acting out due to this? 

Have you watched the class on tantrums yet? This explains the whole process (that is 
happening in the brain) and why they are so frequent. It gives tools for dealing with them in the 
moment and then during calm times that will help her brain develop those emotion skills she 
needs to handle these upsets better. It’s fine to sit with her while she calms down. Its also fine 



to just let her work through it. Even if it’s 20+ minutes. I know it seems really hard to just listen 
to it and not feel like you need to do something about it. But we are not responsible for our 
kids reactions and emotions and they do have to learn how to work through them, how to 
recognize them, (I’m jealous, angry, frustrated because…) and then how to respond 
appropriately. We are responsible TO them to teach them how to  respond appropriately to 
life’s upsets and to  teach them how to recognize those emotions when they come and  then 
how to best respond to them. But not for their emotions themselves, if that makes sense? The 
good news is that when she has a tantrum and you are ok to let her work through it, she is 
getting practice (again the class on tantrums covers steps both during and after and during 
calm times to help her with all of this) at dealing with strong and difficult emotions and that is a 
good thing! (as much as it doesn’t feel like it at the time!) 

Once you’ve watched the class, or if you have, let me know if you have specific questions or 
even questions based on specific scenarios that I can answer. 

Also the class on misbehaviors and solutions might help you out too. Kids have reasons for 
their outbursts, sometimes they just seem unreasonable (I want that toy right now and she has 
it! or My cracker broke in half! and other times there are real profound feelings in there and 
getting behind the reason so we can work on those can be really helpful in coaching kids to 
connect with the feeling and the why and to learn to accept life’s challenges. This is both a 
deep and wide subject and so nuanced depending on the situation!) 

You can either stay with her or leave her to work through it. Again, the tantrums class goes 
through both scenarios. You can ask her if she wants you to stay then act accordingly. Or if she’s 
being too volatile then it’s perfectly fine to say something like, “It’s Ok to be upset and I’d like 
to stay while you work through this but I can’t do that if you are going to kick, grab, etc. So I 
will come back in a few minutes and see if you can work through this without hurting me.” or 
“You can come get me when you are ready to work through it without hitting and I will be 
happy to sit with you." She may get very upset and that’s OK. The basic message is that it’s OK 
to get mad. We all get mad but we have to handle our emotions in a way that isn’t hurtful to 
others (that includes verbal. She’s not doing that but some kids do or will later on, so just 
setting that up with you now just in case!) So you set a boundary around that. “if you are going 
to hurt me, I can’t stay.” Take the bike and the sister to another area or outside or what have 
you and lev Ev work through her emotions, with a parent with her or close by, if you can.  

The other thing to just keep in mind (also from the tantrums class) is that she’s not in her logical 
brain while she’s in the midst of a tantrum so any coaching is pretty much lost. So that’s why 
you just want her to get to a place of calm before you can really talk with her about the 
behavior and different choices she can make next time. You can (and should) label the emotion 
and set a boundary if she’s being physically (and/or verbally) hurtful anything beyond that 
should wait until she’s calm. 



I have been invited to participate in a peaceful parenting summit which is FREE and all online! I 
was very excited when Paula Kettula, LCSW, invited me to join as one of TWENTY-FIVE experts 
for this free online summit called: Becoming a Peaceful Parent: Empower Yourself to Be Patient, 
Present, and Loving with Your Kids. 

This summit is filled with accomplished, highly respected experts, who will offer practical tools 
and strategies to help you create a loving connection with your child. One of these experts, is 
one I greatly admire and even reference his work in my tantrums class and that’s Dan Siegel.  

I’m going to be talking about letting go of guilt and making time for self-care. I think we 
parents feel like if we aren’t giving 100% or as close to as possible for our kids or with our kids, 
that we are giving them our best and it’s simply not true. It’s OK to put yourself first sometimes 
and it makes us more patient happier parents who also teach our kids several important 
lessons. 

So to tune in for free to hear Dan, myself and over 20 other experts in the world of child 
development and parenting, you can go to the Your village Facebook page and click on the 
announcement pinned to the top of the page to go right to the page to sign up or go to 
http://bit.ly/BPP-Erin, you will probably want to write this down and if so you can just come 
back later to write down the url but again that is http://bit.ly/BPP-Erin. 

Paula is a licensed clinical social worker with 20 years of experience working with children and 
families. When I first spoke with Paula, I immediately resonated with her because I could tell 
she is passionate about supporting parents in the difficult job of parenting just like I am. Her 
intention is to serve parents who are ready to transform their relationship with themselves and 
their children, which is why she has put together this amazing FREE online summit.  

I f you have a parent ing quest ion you’d l ike answered, send an emai l to 
Podcast@YourVillageOnline.com.  

Thanks for listening and see you next week!

http://bit.ly/BPP-Erin
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